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Miner

𝑝 : proportion of mining power

chosen with propbability 𝑝 to 
mine the next block
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users collaborate with miners if it benefits them both
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Steady state 𝑠∗: target block size
𝑏∗: target base fee
𝜀: average tip

only assumption on demand curve 
is that it is a decreasing function

𝑏∗ ⋅ 𝑠∗: burned

𝜀 ⋅ 𝑠∗: received by miner

𝑏∗+ 𝜀: transaction fee
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Effects on other miners

Joining the attack

honest strategy

deviation from honest strategy

it can be rational for a smaller miner 
to join the attack it observes

Starting the attack

honest strategy

deviation from honest strategy

it can be rational for a smaller miner 
to start the attack it know is coming
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our proposed mitigation prevents the attack in a significant part of the parameter space 
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Conclusion

it can be rational to deviate from the honest 
strategy under conservative assumptions

without assuming collaboration, it can be rational 
for smaller miners to join or even start an attack

we proposed mitigation reduces the profitability 
and often even prevents the attack altogether
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finding the optimal attack

in-depth analysis of proposed mitigation 

differences between proof-of-work 
and proof-of-stake
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